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News Update

U
P chief  minister Mayawati
has been on a memorial-
building spree for 8 years

now, the last being the recently inau-
gurated park in Noida. The park
named Rashtriya Dalit Smarak,
spread over 34 acres on the banks of
the river Yamuna, cost the state Rs
685 crore. There are 24 elephants
(the election symbol of  Mayawati’s
Bahujan Samaj Party) in pink sand-
stone. There are 12 statues of  Dr

Bhimrao Ambedkar, BSP founder Kanshi Ram and
Mayawati. Each elephant has cost Rs 70 lakh, while the
statues of  the three leaders cost over Rs 6 crore a piece. Ac-
cording to an article in Business Standard, it was originally
conceived as a park before the state government decided
to convert it into a Dalit memorial. Residents of  Noida
were horrified when the trees at the park were cut to make
way for the memorial. Though officially inaugurated on
October 14, the memorial is closed because some construc-
tion is still left and workers have to clean up the place.
Mayawati has drawn severe criticism for constructing sev-
eral parks costing in all Rs 4,500 crore. The money could
have been spent, her critics say, on laying roads, building
schools and hospitals, and generating power—all sectors
where UP lags the national average. 

Despite criticism, there is perhaps social and political
impact. Not just parks, Mayawati has renamed districts
after Dalit icons like Jyotiba Phule and Gautam Buddha.
Social scientists and Dalit activists see her grand design.
Mayawati realises that the Dalit community needs to cre-
ate an alternative idea of  history – one that cannot be eas-
ily erased. And she has done just that in her parks. And
now the Dalit community has reason to feel empowered.
That is the impact the parks will have. For years, they were
told not to go to or enter certain places. Now they have
something of  their own. 

But has the Dalit community really gained under
Mayawati? A recent study by Devesh Kapoor of  the Centre
for the Advanced Study of  India (CASI) in the University
of  Pennsylvania, along with others, done in 20,000 Dalit
households of  Uttar Pradesh, found that there has been a
significant improvement in their socio-economic condition
between 1990 and 2008. They were found to live in better
houses, eat better food and own more consumer goods.
The study also showed that there has been a sharp fall in
the number of   Dalits working as farm labour, while there
has been a perceptible rise in the number of  Dalits running
businesses. In the last four years, Mayawati has done a lot
to keep Dalits happy.

The debate whether the parks are wasteful expenditure
or not will continue for a long time. But then Lucknow had
discovered the benefits of  public works to revive a stagnant
economy much before Keynes. Asdaf-ud-Daula, the
Nawab of  Oudh from 1775 to 1797, built all the magnifi-
cent Lucknow buildings during a severe famine, which
gave employment to thousands from the villages around
the city. Till date, in Lucknow, those ignored by fate often
console themselves and say jisco na de maula, usko de
Asaf-ud-Daula (those ignored by God are taken care of  by
Asaf-ud-Daula). Does a similar legacy await Mayawati?  -
-  Extracts from an article in Business Standard by Aabhas
Sharma 

Mayawati building 
a legacy

Even as former Union
Sports Minister and

senior Congress leader
Mani Shankar Aiyar lam-
pooned Formula 1 this
past week at Greater
Noida on the outskirts of

the Capital, signals ema-
nating from the Congress
High Command seemed
to strongly favour the
event. Priyanka and
Robert Vadra were among
the glitterati present on the
occasion. The Congress
apparently seemed to dis-
agree with the criticism of
Mani Shankar Aiyar that a
developing country like
India cannot afford the ex-
travaganza. After all, de-
spite her socialistic

persuasion and focus on
ameliorating the lot of  the
under-privileged and de-
prived sections of  the soci-
ety, Indira Gandhi was
known to have ushered in
the colour TV and hosted
an international sporting
event like Asiad, besides
organising NAM and
CHOGM Summits. 

Fizz and glitz were
added by the presence of
cricketing legend Sachin
Tendulkar and film stars

Deepika Padukone, Preity
Zinta and Priyanka
Chopra. Film world sensa-
tion Shah Rukh Khan and
wife Gauri and Hrithik
and Susian Roshan were
there to add glamour. Pop
star Lady Gaga had the
people go gaga at the Lap
Lounge after the speed
thrill. It was a virtual
transformation from the
scorching tracks to dream
ambience, where the
showgirls took the cen-

trestage. Has India come
of  age? Mani Shankar
Aiyar begs to differ!

Priyanka
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I
NCOIS is known for the Tsunami warn-
ing system, but it also does a lot of work
for the fishing community. Could you tell

us about the process and the benefits accrued?
The Potential Fishing Zone (PFZ) is one of

the pioneering services that are being provided
by INCOIS to the fishing community. The or-
ganisation, on a daily basis, impacts and em-
powers the lives of  millions of  fisherman by
issuing credible advisories which help them lo-
cate potential fishing zones in the sea.

Together with the PFZ advisories, we also
make sure that information on how safe it is to
venture out at sea on that day or next 5 days is
provided. This is done through the operational
forecasts of ocean waves, currents, etc. We use
several modes of  communication, like Mo-
bile/Telephone/Fax, Electronic Display
Boards (EDB) specially installed at fishing cen-
tres along the coast.  We also reach out to the
community through E-mail, Web services,
SMS, local Radio and TV channels, local news-
papers, information kiosks set up by NGOs
working with fishermen, etc., to disseminate
the information to fishermen and other users.

A study carried out by National Council of
Applied Economic Research (NCAER), New
Delhi, reported that 90 per cent of  fishermen
are aware and using the PFZ advisories in
Tamil Nadu and 60 per cent of them in Odhisa
and West Bengal. The study also concluded
that the total net economic benefit due to the
usage of PFZ advisories and ocean forecasts by
fishermen lies in the range of Rs 34,000 to Rs
50,000 crore. The report also assesses that if
PFZs are used under variant scenarios, tradi-
tional fishermen and those who use mecha-
nised boats. The domestic product can go up
between 1.47 per cent to 2.04 per cent of  the
national GDP.

INCOIS recently re-enacted the 2004
Tsunami. Why was it done and what lessons
were learnt?

The recent mock drill ‘Exercise IOWave 11’
was successfully organised by INCOIS on 12th
October, 2011. India along with the 23 Indian
Ocean nations participated in the major ocean-
wide mock drill that enacted the tsunami event
of 26th  December, 2004. The major objective
of the exercise was to test the communications
channels and to help the disaster management
authorities to test their procedures and re-
sponses during such an event. In effect, we
should build resilience against natural catastro-
phes by adopting a proactive, preventive ap-
proach to reduce the vulnerability and enhance
preparedness levels. The outcome of the mock
drill was quite positive with the enthused par-
ticipation from National Disaster Management

Authority (NDMA), MHA, Disaster Manage-
ment offices of all coastal states/UTs, National
Disaster Response Force (NDRT), Indian
Coast Guard, Indian Navy and critical coastal
installations (ports, power plants, etc.).     

Another major achievement was that begin-
ning with ‘Exercise IOwave11’, India (the
tsunami early warning centre at INCOIS) was

designated as Regional Tsunami Service
Provider (RTSP) for the entire Indian Ocean re-
gion together with the warning centres of  In-
donesia and Australia.

Are we prepared to tackle an eventuality of
Tsunami of the scale of 2004?

We are fully prepared to handle the worst-

case-scenario of  Tsunami by early detection
and warning. One of  our key areas that we
have worked on is to have enhanced networks
that can detect potentially tsunamigenic earth-
quakes in Indian Ocean. Our operational effi-
ciency has reached a stage that we can issue the
tsunami bulletins within 10 minutes or even in
less time as soon as any earthquake in the In-
dian Ocean is triggered.

Having said that, I will also like to draw at-
tention that even some of  the coastal states
are well adapted to receive the tsunami warn-
ings and mitigate the challenges by their safe-
guard mechanism. This was amply
demonstrated by our recent mock drill.

We understand that the countries in the In-
dian Ocean rim will be benefitted by the
Tsunami Warning Centre from Hyderabad.
Please explain how?

UNESCO’s Intergovernmental Oceano-
graphic Commission has handed over the re-
sponsibility for Indian Ocean tsunami
advisories to the Regional Tsunami Advisory
Service Providers (RTSPs) of  the region
(India, Australia and Indonesia). 

The RTSPs can now monitor, detect as well
as issue the tsunami warning bulletins to the
countries in the Indian Ocean rim. By adopt-
ing a coherent strategy, we can detect, moni-
tor any formidable tsunami and avoid any
catastrophic event. This can alert the coastal
areas which can then adopt proactive re-
sponse and pre-emptive measures to avert nat-
ural disaster .For the same, Indian Tsunami
Early Warning Centre (ITEWC) plans to play
a pivotal role.

What are the future plans of INCOIS?
I foresee a great future for the nation and

of course for INCOIS in the domain of  ocean
information and advisory services to the so-
ciety, industry, government and scientific
community. Our future plans encompass
making our ocean models more accurate with
higher resolution. In regard to PFZ, INCOIS
plans to generate species specific advisories.
In conformity with our tsunami forecasts, we
aim to build coastal inundation modelling.

We have been trying to leverage the best of
the technology and follow a better roadmap
to bring ocean related services at a broader
and better level. INCOIS has been constantly
strategising and implementing its plans. We
also have been handholding the fisher com-
munity by holding massive awareness cam-
paigns and training programs. In future also,
the organisation is committed to play a piv-
otal role in the nation’s development and
enter the next level of  growth.

The Indian National Centre for Ocean Information
Services (INCOIS) has been silently but 

emphatically going about its business of providing
the much needed information of an impending 

danger to the Indian coast as well as to the 
countries in the Indian Ocean on Tsunamis and
storms.  Our correspondent T P Venu speaks to 

Dr Satheesh C Shenoi, Director of the centre, to
learn more of the activities and future plans

interview of the week

INCOIS fully prepared
to handle tsunamis

Priyanka at Formula 1

India’s Permanent Rep-
resentative to the UN

Hardeep Puri, on vaca-
tion in India, had a long
discussion with former
Indian Permanent Repre-
sentative to the UN C R
Gharekhan at the India
International Centre
(IIC) this past week. C R
Gharekhan was Indian
Permanent Representa-
tive at the UN in the
1990s during the tenure
of  Prime Minister P V
Narasimha Rao, when

India started toying with
the idea of  bidding for the
permanent seat on the
UN Security Council.
Then, it was virtually
considered impossible for
India to get into the UN
Security Council. But
India’s hopes were rekin-
dled, when US President
Barack Obama, in his ad-
dress to the joint sitting of
parliament on November

8, 2009, that it was his
dream to see India in the
reformed UN Security
Council, occupying a per-
manent seat.  

Hardeep Puri fancies
himself  as the architect of
the diplomatic victory,
when India won a non-
permanent member seat
of  the United Nations Se-
curity Council over-
whelmingly, garnering

187 of  the 190 votes in
the 192-member UN
General Assembly -- one
country did not show up
for the vote, while an-
other did not cast its vote
in the three rounds, and
one of  the votes against
India was cast in inadver-
tence. Apparently he is
trying to hardsell the the-
ory that he can even map
out a strategy for India
getting the permanent
membership of  the UN
Security Council.Hardeep Puri

Diplomatic brainstorming

Rajya Sabha Depu
ty Chairman K

Rahman Khan is the
new Muslim face of
the Congress. Rah-
man Khan was nomi-
nated by Prime
Minister Manmohan
Singh to lead a 22-
member Indian offi-
cial Haj delegation to
Jeddah in Saudi Ara-
bia. Prior to his departure, Rah-
man Khan called on the Prime
Minister and apprised him of the
arrangements etc., for the official
Haj delegation to Saudi Arabia.

Rahman Khan earned a name
for himself  with his monumental
parliamentary report on waqf
property. It boasts of  4 lakh reg-
istered properties and around 6
lakh acres of  land and the third
largest ownership of  land after
Indian Railways and the De-
fence Ministry is that of  the

Waqf. Rahman Kha
n’s report records that
almost 70 pc of  waqf
property has been en-
croached upon and of
the remaining, cases
of  blatant corruption
abound. Land is dis-
posed of  to builders,
markets, hotels, malls
or industries at
unimaginably shock-

ingly low rents. Almost 77 pc of
Delhi is owned by waqf but most
of  it is illegally occupied, like
CGO Complex and umpteen
Central government offices, be-
cause of poor waqf management
laws and Central Waqf Council,
which is a toothless body.
Clearly, Rahman Khan has es-
poused one of  the most emotive
issues of  Muslims. With his ris-
ing profile, he became the obvi-
ous choice to lead the Haj
delegation. 

Rahman Khan

Rahman Khan rises
Delhi Chief Minister

Sheila Dikshit of
the Congress snubbed
Bihar Chief  Minister
Nitish Kumar of  the
NDA over politics on
Chhath Puja. Nitish
Kumar wrote a letter to
Sheila Dikshit, asking
her to declare a holiday
on November 1, to
mark Chhath Puja.”
Lakhs of people from Bihar, Jhark-
hand and east UP stay in the Cap-
ital and they will offer prayer to the
Sun on Chhath on November 1.”
Sheila Dikshit replied, saying that
she had already declared it re-
stricted holiday and as she has al-
ready exceeded the permissible
holidays limit, she cannot declare
a public holiday. “I hope you will
understand the difficulty in declar-
ing it as a public holiday,” Sheila
Dikshit wrote back.

With changing demographic

profile of  the Capital,
with a sizeable presence
of  Biharis, the BJP is
seeking to focus on Bi-
haris, in its desperate bid
to recapture power after
it has been in political
wilderness for the past
15 years, when Sheila
Dikshit remained on the
centrestage. Chhath
Puja is popular in Bihar.

Punjabis dominated the Capital
earlier. Now, with the growing
presence of  Biharis, the BJP is pin-
ning hopes on them to stage a
comeback to power in Delhi,
which once the citadel of  Jan
Sangh and later the BJP, because of
migrants from Pakistan. With pass-
ing of  the generation, even the bit-
terness of  Partition was over. That
came as a blow to the BJP. Now,
the saffron party is looking for a
new constituency to bring about an
upswing in its political fortunes. 

Sheila

Sheila snubs Nitish

B
hupen Hazarika, the 'bard of  Brahmaputra'
whose ability to weave magic out of  tradi-
tional Assamese music gave us songs like Dil

Hoom Hoom Kare and O Ganga Behti Ho, swayed and
inspired millions across generations with the power
and passion of  his voice.

A poet, music composer, singer, actor, journalist,
author and filmmaker, the self-proclaimed jajabor
(wanderer) took the rich folk heritage of  Assam and
interpreted it beautifully for the world through his
songs. With his death, the country has lost not only
one of  its few balladeers but also one of  its greatest
cultural icons, cherished in Dhaka as much as in
Guwahati.

Born in 1926 in Sadiya into a family of  teachers,
the academically-talented Hazarika completed his
basic education from Guwahati in 1942, BA from
Banaras Hindu University in 1944 and MA (Politi-
cal Science) in 1946. He did his PhD in Mass Com-
munication from Columbia University. He also
received the Lisle Fellowship from Chicago Univer-
sity, US to study the use of  educational project de-
velopment through cinema.

During his stay in the US, he met the legendary
black singer Paul Robeson, whose famous number
'Old man river' was successfully transformed to the
megahit Bistirno parore (O Ganga behti ho in Hindi), a
virtual anthem for generations of  pro-Left activists.

In an interview to a national daily many years
ago, he attributed his singing to tribal music.

"As a child, I grew up listening to tribal music -
its rhythm saw me developing an inclination towards
singing. Perhaps, I inherited my singing skills from
my mother, who sang lullabies to me. In fact, I have
used one of  my mother's lullabies in Rudaali," the
Dadasaheb Phalke winner had said.

He sang his first song Biswa nijoy nojowan (in the
second Assamese film Indramalati) in 1939 at the age
of  12.

He is probably the only filmmaker who is solely
responsible for placing the fledging Assamese cin-
ema on the all India and on the world cinema map.
He has been the only person in the past 40 years to

propagate the better cinema movement and has in-
tegrated all the seven north-eastern states, including
tribal culture, through the medium of  cinema. 

His remarkable popularity brought him to the leg-
islative Assembly as an independent member be-
tween 1967 and 1972, where he was solely
responsible for installing the first state owned film
studio of  its kind in India in Guwahati, Assam.

He produced and directed a documentary Emuthi
Saular Kahini based on the co-operative movement
for the Government of  Assam entirely in the format
of  lyrics. He produced and directed a half-hour doc-
umentary for Calcutta Doordarshan Kendra in 1977
on the folk songs and dances of  north east India en-
titled ‘Through Melody and Rhythm’.

He produced and composed music for the inter-
nationally famous award winning Hindi feature film
Ek Pal in 1986, directed by Kalpana Lajmi, starring
Shabana Azmi, Naseeruddin Shah, Faroque Shaikh.
He produced and composed the music for the ex-
tremely popular television serial Lohit Kinare di-
rected by Kalpana Lajmi, based on famous short
stories of  Assam for the prime time National Net-
work in 1988. He has been the Executive Producer,
Music Composer for the award winning film in
Hindi Rudaali starring Dimple Kapadia, Raj Babbar,
Amjad Khan and Rakhi.

He won the President’s National Award for the
best film maker thrice -- for Shakuntala, Pratidhwani,
and Loti Ghoti -- in 1960, 1964 and 1967, respec-
tively. He won the Arunachal Pradesh Govern-
ment’s Gold Medal in 1977 for his outstanding
contribution towards Tribal Welfare, and Upliftment
of  Tribal Culture through cinema and music. He
also won the National Award as best music com-
poser in India in 1977 for the Assamese film 
Chameli Memsaab.

He wove magic out
of traditional music

Dimple Kapadia in Rudaali

Music legend Bhupen Hazarika


